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Lawyers have developed a number of

witness and assign this number one

failure to cross-examine as

approaches in pursuit of the “perfect”

because it’s obviously the first question

a concession or a sign of

cross-examination. I count at least seven

to be answered. Irving Younger

distinct types of cross, each with unique

maintains if the witness hasn’t hurt you,

Do you have enough material

applications. Like

simply waive cross with “the face of a

to conduct an effective

different pitches

Christian in a poker game holding four

apparent examination which

in baseball, the

aces.” Jeffrey Kestler explains why with

does not actually meet the

combination of

an inventory of thoughts that apply to

harmful testimony head-on?

these techniques

all cross-examination questions:

in the same trial

William A. Barton

weakness?
3.

4.

You do not have to cross-examine

proves more

every witness, particularly if you are

effective than the

more likely to hurt your case than help

repetition of any

it. In fact, that is the very criterion for

single style of cross.

decision on this issue: Do the potential

favorable testimony to
provide?
5.

examination? In order to determine
questions:
1.

I start with the threshold question
of whether you should even cross the

2.

Did the witness appear
credible?

7.

an answer, ask yourself the following

1. “NO QUESTIONS YOUR
HONOR . . .”

If so, is this witness the only
source of this information?

6.

benefits outweigh the risks of cross-

THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF CROSS

Does the witness have

If so, what are your prospects
of destroying that image?

8.

What impeachment material

How badly has the witness

do you have available to bring

damaged your case?

to bear against the witness?

Will the jury perceive a

9.

Would it be more effective to
Please continue on next page
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confront the witness with this
material or to introduce it as
part of your case?

If the case is a triable

you may want to omit any later
discrediting cross. He argues that

case, there is at least

jurors might be skeptical if you argue

something to be

that only testimony favorable to your

10. Can you show that the
witness has misstated or

done with any

overlooked certain important

witness called by

facts or taken them out of

your adversary on

context?
11. How will the witness react

the merits of

under the pressure of your

the case.

questioning, and how will this

side should be believed, while the rest
should be disbelieved. In other words,
a destructive cross may undermine the
prior concessions. I think it’s just the
opposite because any concession from
an opponent is virtually impossible to
question later.

affect the jury’s assessment of

3. YOUNGER’S YES/NO TEN
COMMANDMENTS AND
ITS PROGENY

the individual’s credibility?
12. What are your chances of
convincing the jury that the

In the late 1960s Irving Younger

testimony is insignificant or
cumulative if you waive cross-

question of what you are doing trying

established the gold standard for

examination? Unfortunately,

such a case,3 you simply have nothing

destructive cross by positing thin

you must sometimes reach

to lose by cross-examining because you

sliced fact statements offered as

your decision whether

are going to lose anyway! More and

declarative statements in the form

to cross-examine in the

more authors suggest at least some

of “questions.” Never let the witness

time it takes you to rise

cross is expected.

explain an answer and leave the

from your chair after your
opponent states, “No further
questions.”1

2. CONSTRUCTIVE CROSS
The purpose of constructive cross

final point for closing argument.
This is often referred to as the “yes/
no” approach and permits only four

is to extract favorable points from

answers: “yes,” “no,” “I can’t answer

an opposing witness. This type of

the question yes or no,” or “I don’t

on cross begins by saying, “More

cross is consistently undervalued and

know.” Law schools teach this method

cross-examinations are suicidal than

overlooked. It’s often referred to as

and it’s the starting point for every

homicidal.” He then advises you to

“hitchhiking” and is an invaluable tool

beginning lawyer.

never waive cross.2 If the case is a

that should be used at the beginning

triable case, there is at least something

of your cross. Do this before any

runs as follows: If the witness answers

to be done with any witness called

destructive cross because once you’re

your yes or no questions with a yes or

by your adversary on the merits of

hostile to witnesses, they are less likely

no answer, then there’s no problem.

the case. Maybe you cannot attack

to concede points.

If, however, the witness insists on

Judge Herbert Stern’s volume

him as a liar (impeach), but there

Start by asking what parts of

The yes/no questioning sequence

explaining every answer, then you

may be some way to limit or to blunt

your opponent’s direct helped you.

have the following choices: If the

his thrust; if not that, or in addition

What parts of your case can this

judge allows the witness to explain

to that, he probably has at least

witness corroborate, what must this

every answer, then select the chaos

something to help you, so you can

witness admit, and what should the

model; however, if the judge will

hitchhike. If a witness called by your

witness concede under the rule of

order the witness to answer your

adversary offers nothing to you by

probabilities?

question yes or no, then you have the

Mauet suggests that if you’ve

option of moving the court to strike

have to question the triability of your

been successful in obtaining significant

their prior answer as non-responsive,

case. And then, putting aside the

admissions from a particular witness

and also instructing the witness to

way of any of these avenues, then I

Please continue on next page
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answer your yes or no question with a

fear—fear of what witnesses may say,

yes or no answer.

fear that we cannot deal with what

series of logical progressions

they will say. The so-called ‘rules’ and

toward a specific goal.

Younger’s famous Ten 		
Commandments are:
1.

Be brief.

2.

Ask short questions, use plain
words.

3.

Ask only leading questions.

4.

Ask no question to which you
don’t know the answer.

5.

Listen to the answers.

6.

Don’t quarrel with the witness.

7.

Don’t let the witness explain.

8.

Don’t rehash the direct
examination.

9.

Don’t ask one question too
many.

10. Save the explanation for final
argument.
I find the yes/no method somewhat
overrated. Skilled opposing lawyers
predictably clean up any confusion
spawned by your cross during their
redirect; thereby anticipating and
blunting the larger point you will
develop during closing. It also makes
you look overtly partisan, meaning
you’re not interested in the “whole
truth,” but only in your one-sided and
thin-sliced version of “the truth.”
Being an obvious advocate may at
first seem to be exactly what our jobs
are; however, under my philosophy,
there are degrees of advocacy and
when you’re striving (as a lawyer) to be
the most credible (unsworn) witness the
jury hears, then yes, you can have too
much of a good thing. I want the jury
to see me as pursuing justice, not just
winning. There are plenty of criticisms
of Younger’s Ten Commandments.
For instance, “most of the false
rules and laws of cross-examination
bequeathed to us are bottomed on

‘commandments’ of cross-examination
are designed to protect advocates from
witnesses. But these rules counsel folly.
Every seasoned cross-examiner breaks
and dishonors them regularly.”4 The
most criticized “rules” are:5

3. Break cross-examination into a

Pozner and Dodd quickly
acknowledge the limitations of any
cross that saves the last point for
closing. They advocate a chapter
method of cross that is topically driven
and discuss clinical techniques such

•

Ask only leading questions;

as the advantages of “looping” and

•

Force all witnesses to only

speaking in trilogies.

answer “yes” or “no”;
•
•
•

After Pozner and Dodd’s work,

Ask no question to which you

MacCarthy on Cross-Examination

don’t know the answer;

is a fine yes/no work; it insightfully

Never ask “how” or “why”

emphasizes the lawyer “looking good”

questions; and

and/or having the witness “look bad.”

Don’t let the witness explain.

He cautions that looking bad has a

Younger says that if you’re wellprepared you should be able to give
80% of your closing before the trial
ever starts and that the largest purpose
of cross is to set up the arguments
you wish to make during closing.
He suggests you limit your cross to
three points with each witness. He
also believes it takes about 25 trials
for a lawyer to become reasonably
competent at cross. While most of us
can become reasonably “competent”
at cross, he adds that it takes real
God-given talent to excel at cross, and
that only seven or eight lawyers in the
history of the English common law have

far greater impact than looking good.
The bottom line is you don’t gain if
you look bad in making a witness look
worse. Strive to look good because
form and impressions are more
important than substance, particularly
the longer the trial lasts. By the time
of closing no one remembers exactly
who said what, but the jurors will
retain their impressions of your cross,
and thus you.
Obtaining helpful information,
discrediting witnesses and their
testimony, and bolstering the
credibility of other witnesses may be
worthwhile goals within any given

been blessed with that gift.

cross; however, they aren’t its primary

THE COMMANDMENTS’
YES/NO PROGENY

MacCarthy is that to be successful

6

Pozner and Dodd authored
a fine contemporary update to
Younger’s “yes/no” approach in CrossExamination—Science and Techniques.
They hold there are only three “rules”:
1. Use leading questions only;
2. Use one new fact per question;

goals. The underlying premise of
in cross, you must strive to look
good. Form is more important than
substance.7
You may or may not elicit the
information you want, but don’t
engage in meaningless pleasantries,
“beg,” or viciously attack witnesses.
Begging and beating up on witnesses

and
Please continue on next page
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looks bad, even if you occasionally get

to reverse these positions by creating a

suggesting it makes you look weak.11

something of value out of them. It’s

positive impression.

You need to appear to be in control,

10

particularly when the witness is not. I’m

not worth making the witness look bad
if the price is you look even worse. By
focusing on looking good, we start to

4. CHAOS OR JURY
EMPOWERMENT CROSS

in a minority, and think jurors respect
the judge as the boss, so you don’t lose

correct some of the bad habits tradi-

Use this application of the yes/no

tional wisdom in cross has taught us.

model when the judge lets witnesses

rein the witness in. You should know

The system for successful cross is:

explain their answers. A big problem

the judge’s inclinations and thus likely

with Younger’s Ten Commandments

ruling, lest you look both weak and

is Rule No. 7: Don’t let witnesses

incompetent.

SHORT + STATEMENTS = CONTROL
This formula would appear to
suggest that control of the witness is
our primary objective, but that’s not
the case. Our primary objective is not
control, because we appreciate that
witnesses can, if they so desire, deny us
control. What the formula is suggesting
is that by properly using short
statements, you will either get witness
control or the witness who decides to
deny you control must, out of necessity,
“look bad.” Either result is to be
desired.8 You will see this is the essence
of the next “type” of cross I refer to as
the chaos or jury empowerment model.
MacCarthy’s report card is a simple
one, not unlike the one you received
in the first and second grades. You get
stars, gold, silver or bronze, depending
on the degree of your accomplishment.
Every time the witness answers “yes,”
you get a gold star. Every time the
witness answers “no,” and “no” was
the desired answer, you get a silver
star. Every time the witness answers “I
don’t know” or “I don’t remember,”
you get a bronze star. At the end, the
best cross is the one with the most
stars, preferably gold. If the result is
anything but a star, you get either an
“incomplete” or a negative mark.9
Per MacCarthy, cross resembles a
child’s teeter-totter with the lawyer
beginning in the down position and the
witness in the up position. The object is

explain their answers. When Younger

anything if you know the judge will

I also refer to this as a “chaos”

developed his Ten Commandments

model because, unless done well,

in the late sixties, judges didn’t allow

everything soon goes to hell. The

witnesses to explain answers. If the

traditional response when the witness

judge allows witnesses to explain

keeps running on and refuses to

their answers on cross then simply

directly answer your short and simple

continue to repeat your tight, clear yes/

question is to keep repeating the

no questions. However, if the judge

simple thin-sliced fact declarative

is willing to allow you to control the

statement question while impatiently

witness, then, as I mentioned earlier,

looking at your watch. If you’re lucky

you have the option of asking the

enough to still have a court reporter

judge to instruct the witness to answer

instead of electronic recording, around

“yes or no” and move to strike their

the third time the witness fails to

prior explanation as non-responsive.

answer the question, request the court

I label this the chaos or jury

reporter to read your question back to

empowerment model because it invites

the witness. Again, this impeaches the

and empowers the jury to devalue the

witness, not for factual inaccuracy, but

witness for overt partisanship in not

for bias, because the witness exposes

answering your brief, simple question.

their partisanship each time they

Let the witness go (if the judge lets

refuse to answer your simple yes or no

them explain, you can’t stop them

questions with a yes or no answer.

anyway), and politely but firmly keep

Impeachment for bias is under-

repeating your short, tight and simple

appreciated. Rarely do lawyers

question. It should now be obvious why

impeach a witness for serious factual

this type of cross is a sequential adjunct

inaccuracies, and even rarer for

to the yes/no genre. Here’s an example:

lies. The staples of most cross are:

“Isn’t it true, doctor, that you examined

(1) impeachment of a witness’s

my client one time, two years after the

conclusion(s), particularly an expert’s,

wreck?”

for having ignored or not been aware

Every current teacher of cross

of inconsistent underlying facts, and

supports this approach. Most writers,

(2) impeachment for partisanship as

however, don’t encourage asking

shown by not answering your question,

the judge for help by instructing the

and of course, (3) impeachment with

witness to answer the question or

prior inconsistent statements. Many

strike the non-responsive answer,

lawyers become frustrated when the
Please continue on next page
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witness won’t answer their plain and

consisting of a cluster of techniques

you’re pointing three fingers back at

simple questions. Quit complaining and

that reveal the deepest aspects of

yourself.” You may win the battle but

instead view their non-cooperation

human nature. Some of these include

lose the war. With storytelling and

as a gift. The real question is how to

role reversal, doubling, scene setting

constructive cross, you examine without

take strategic advantage of their non-

and soliloquy. The lawyer asks questions

sarcasm or aloofness.15 In other words,

compliance.

to which the witness’s answers really

your cross doesn’t have to be cross.

The use of jury empowerment

don’t matter because every juror knows

I want to add here there’s almost

techniques requires experience,

what (really) motivates the witness

no time when you should call a witness

judgment, and involves some risk.

and, therefore, knows the true and

a liar. If it’s obvious the witness has lied

That’s why you first have to know your

unspoken answer. The questions have

then you don’t need to say so, and if

judge in order to be able to correctly

a sensitive feel that says to the witness

it isn’t obvious, then it’s too risky. Sure

assess your options and risks. These

(and jury) that “yes, you fudged, but

you can talk about bias, interest and

suggestions are somewhat counter-

we understand.”

motive, please do so; but once again,

intuitive in that, like some martial arts,

Psychodrama is action, not words,

your job as a lawyer is only to judge

they offensively use the opponents’

“don’t tell me, show me . . .” Don’t talk

acts. Judging people is the jury’s job,

aggression against them. The common

about an event; instead, recreate it to

and under the jury empowerment

engine for both Younger’s Ten

refresh the witness’s memory of the

model it’s one they are well equipped

Commandment yes/no cross and the

original event and the full emotions

to do.

chaos model are the brevity and quality

experienced at the time. When you

of the questions.

approach a set of facts this way, it

contains an informative overview

accesses a powerful story from the

of psychodrama and examples of its

witness’s perspective.

application:

5. STORYTELLING CROSS
This approach views cross like

14

Nobody likes angry people. A big

The April 1999 issue of Trial

For example, in preparing to

every other part of the trial, it’s simply

part of all of us longs for a higher

cross-examine a physician who does

another chance to tell your trial story,

emotional state than anger. Spence

a large number of independent

and that’s why it doesn’t matter

says most of our cross sounds like an

medical examinations (IMEs), the

what the witness says. Once again,

argument. He’s right. He also talks of

director asks the lawyer to take on

you’re “testifying.” As mainstream as

the “magic mirror” saying, “When

the IME doctor’s role. The lawyer

storytelling is, it didn’t surface until

you point your finger at a witness,

may learn that a true story the
doctor is not telling—and that

about 25 years ago. Now, we take it for
granted.

12

Gerry Spence took storytelling cross
to new heights when he combined
psychodrama with storytelling.13
Spence’s use of psychodrama’s
structured development of the trial
story and witness preparation drives
his “compassionate” or soft cross.
Many effective trial lawyers intuitively
understand the psychological levers
that motivate human behavior;

If it’s obvious the
witness has lied then
you don’t need to
say so, and if it
isn’t obvious,
then it’s too
risky.

the lawyer on cross can tell—goes
something like this:
“I became a doctor to relieve
human suffering. I remember the
first time I helped a sick person.
It was the greatest feeling in the
world. When I was approached to
do a defense medical evaluation,
the feeling was different. I was
uncomfortable because I wasn’t
being asked to help the patient.
“Gradually I got used to

however, great instincts aren’t the same
as psychodrama with its structured

it. Now I have many financial

format.

obligations. I make a lot of money
by doing these evaluations and by

Psychodrama is a forensic process

Please continue on next page
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testifying for defendants. Practicing
medicine is far more difficult now

“compassionate” cross,
it’s not about

than it used to be because of all
the restrictions managed care puts

discrediting the

on me. Doing an IME and testifying

witness, you’re

is so much easier. I never have to

just trying to be

worry about treating a person
who doesn’t get well. I realize that

discrediting the witness, you’re just
trying to be helpful! I do it respectfully
and gently, and it feels right to me.
I mention McElhaney’s perspective
because I’ve never heard another
lawyer or speaker view cross in this
creative manner. I quote extensively:
“Once you start looking at

helpful! I do it

the defense attorney evaluates

respectfully and

whether my testimony helps the
defense and that there are other

gently, and it

doctors waiting to take this work

feels right

if the defense attorney doesn’t

to me.

choose me in the future.”

cross-examination as the time
to show you are the better
witness, you will see opportunities
everywhere. Every group of
questions is like a volley between
you and the person you are

Alternatively, in preparing to

cross-examining. How you handle

cross-examine a former confederate

yourself determines the score:

of a criminal defendant who

are strengthened in the eyes

testifies against him in exchange

of the jurors, and the witness is

much of a point, you lose that

for a greatly reduced sentence, the

discredited.

volley. The jury can’t trust your

lawyer is directed to take the role

Spence did both civil and criminal

of the witness. The lawyer may
learn that a true story the witness
is not telling—which the lawyer on
cross-examination can tell—is the
following:
“I was facing long years
in prison. I was afraid of being
separated from my children and of
them growing up without me. I am
rarely allowed even to see them
in jail, and when they come, it is
indescribably painful to have them
see me locked up.
“In prison, I would be hundreds
of miles away from them, and I’d
see them even less. Being in jail is
being an animal in a cage. My cell
is only 12 feet by 12 feet. I have no
privacy, even for the most basic of
human needs. I hate it.”
The jurors can see the true
motivation of the witness and
understand that the witness is
not objective or unbiased. The
lawyer’s humanity and credibility

trial work at an extremely high level

•

view of the facts.
•

denominator. It says this is the

Graduates of his three-week Trial
trials as competing stories.16

best you can do.
•

4th ed. says: “. . . the real purpose

you win at least part of that
volley. It sends the message
that you are careful.
•

witness.”17 This means the purpose of

him, you win that volley.
•

you show her where it is, you

the witness. Consistent with my trial
never under oath, you functionally
testify during jury selection, opening,
cross and closing. This may appear only
to be a shift in purpose because the
actual questions can be done about
any way you want, including yes/no
or soft, but it feels less aggressive and
confrontational because, like Spence’s
“compassionate” cross, it’s not about

If the witness can’t find
something in a document and

cross is to accredit you, not discredit
philosophy, Jim emphasizes that, while

If the witness forgets
something and you remind

of cross-examination is to show the
judge and jury that you are the better

If the jury sees you check a
fact when you ask a question,

6. McELHANEY’S LAWYER
ACCREDITATION CROSS
Jim McElhaney in Trial Notebook,

Quibbles are costly. The
quibble is the lowest common

and always used a story of betrayal.
Lawyer College program soon view all

When you try to make too

win that volley.
•

Don’t take it personally if the
witness evades your questions.
Rejoice. It means she doesn’t
want to answer your question,
and it gives you a chance to
show that to the jury. “Dr.
Maxwell, is there some reason
why you don’t want to tell us
whether you did that test?”
Please continue on next page
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When the cross-examiner’s

If the witness says, ‘If you say

2.

To get help (hitchhiking); and

so,’ you win that volley. Like

3.

To demonstrate that the

statement to the jury through the

the dog that rolls over on its

witness’s testimony doesn’t

witness, and the witness’s answer to

back in doggy surrender, the

matter (in other words, the

the jury through the examiner do

witness is saying ‘I give up.’

witness’s testimony and cross-

not agree, the tribunal votes on the

examiner’s theme and theory

question and answer immediately. The

are right. So you say ‘Not if I say so,

of the case can live together in

jury agrees either with the examiner’s

Mr. Sisson, that’s what it says in your

the same lawsuit).

assertion or the witness’s denial. No one

•

You can still show the jury you

letter. True?’
”By the time you’ve finished crossexamination, you want the jury to
think that you are:

Whenever we attack the credibility
of a witness and fail, we impeach and
impale our own personhood and ethos.
We start a spreading peritonitis. When

Careful.

lawyers pick a credibility fight with a

Fair.

witness during cross they concurrently

Honest.

wager their own credibility. Whenever

”And you know the facts better
than the real witness does. It makes
you the guide worth following.”18
Credibility is absolutely essential
for plaintiffs’ lawyers during closing
when arguing for serious money
damages, particularly “unseen” or
non-economic damages.

7. HERBERT STERN’S CROSS
Judge Herbert Stern’s five volume
magnum opus, Trying Cases to Win,
has an entire volume dedicated to
cross examination.19 Stern says a

we make an assertion of truth in the
form of a question which the jury
rejects, we self-immolate.
Whenever a lawyer tries to force
a witness to answer in just one word,
he sends an unmistakable signal to the
entire courtroom that he is afraid of
the witness and what the witness has to
say about the case. And that is no way
to signal that the lawyer is a truth giver
interested in justice rather than a game
player only interested in winning.21 This
obviously, is a stark contrast to the yes/
no approach.

examination techniques. The purpose
of cross-examination is the same as

probabilities too far
and the jury’s

direct examination: to argue your

common sense

the witness, not with the witness.

will side with the

You make all statements through

dissenting

the witness to the jurors and thus
communicate information directly to

witness.

them.20

go as far as possible in his own favor,
but not one whit farther, in which the
witness must agree with, at the pain
of being disbelieved . . . .” Stretch the
rule of probabilities too far and the
jury’s common sense will side with the
dissenting witness. There is a double
hit in these situations; the selection of
either the lawyer over the witness, or
vice versa, necessarily implies a rejection
of the other, and is a loss that’s toxic to
a lawyer’s credibility.23
The great power of cross is
the ability to pick the subject of
confrontation with the witness. The
selection should be determined by
the cross-examiner’s assessment of his

this, in turn, will be determined by the
material the cross-examiner has at hand
to cross with. These are the “tools” of
cross-examination.24
Stern doesn’t think cross should
avoid the central issue of the case.
He further disagrees with the yes/no
teaching wherein you save the last
point for closing and thus effectively
try the case to win it in summation.
McComas is obviously in the Stern

The three purposes and

camp.

techniques of cross are:
1.

attorney makes an assertion crafted to

in the confrontation he selects. And

. . . Stretch the rule of

your opening argument and your
case to the jury. You argue through

The second great tool of cross is the
rule and law of probability. Here ”the

ability to make his point, and to prevail

credibility attack is not the purpose of
cross; instead, it’s one of three cross-

waits to vote.22

“We have seen the advice to be
fluid in opening and save the thrust

To impeach;

Please continue on next page
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for summation. We have seen the

The answers to these whys make

It’s a dialogue that goes far beyond

advice to avoid being too clear on

plausible the reality we want the

yes/no questions. The lawyer uses

direct, so that the jurors can come

jury to believe, and help lever

open-ended questions to coax answers

to their own conclusions, which will

the outcome in our favor. This

from witnesses that expose who the

be more meaningful by dint of their

dynamic method uses the witness’s

witnesses really are and what truly

own discoveries. And now, even on

own statements, demeanor, and

motivates their testimony. Gone is

cross-examination, we are advised

behavior in court to provide those

the safety net that comes from never

to withhold the punch, to save the

answers.

asking a question you don’t know the

point, to wait even now . . . for the
summation.
“I believe the jurors have formed

“To elicit helpful answers

answer to. McComas suggests the risks

to key questions, Dynamic

are greatly overstated and the ultimate

Cross-Examination employs a

weapon is the lawyer’s case theory.

opinions early during opening. I

psychologically based strategy. By

believe that they are voting again on

investigation, preparation, and

at first because it suggests the lawyer

every question and answer during

careful observation at trial, the

isn’t in complete control, but the

both direct and cross, and are trying

examiner determines who the

attorney actually remains in control

their best to vote along the lines of

witness wants to be for purposes

by the choice of topics and ability to

their already-formed preferences and

of his court appearance. Then

use the answers to advance the case

prejudices; and that by summation—in

she designs her approach and her

theory.29 The heart of Dynamic Cross

any trial of length—they are so fixed

questions to the witness in order

is developing proof and arguments to

in their views that they are past any

to take full advantage of the

your client’s maximum advantage that

fair votes on the advocate’s offering:

witness’s predisposition, needs, and

answer the “why” questions to each

the jurors will instead struggle to deny

agenda.”

side’s outcome-determinative points.

the recollections of the testimony

One of the biggest points in

27

This approach can be unsettling

You prepare a list of psychological

presented by attorneys whose view

the book is “Remember: Identifying

motivations (the witnesses’ agendas),

of the case they do not share, or

contradictions, inconsistencies,

distinct topics to cross on, and the

rationalize away that which they

omissions, and ‘mistakes’ gets the $5

precise factual leverage points you can

cannot deny.” “Summation, then, is

prize and virtually never determines

quickly refer to in controlling the cross.

not a time to move the jurors to your

outcomes. Figuring out WHY the

You also shift your level of intensity by

side. It is a time to show those jurors,

witness made contradictions,

topic.

who are your partisans, how to argue

inconsistencies, omissions, and

once they go in to do battle with those

‘mistakes,’ in a way that supports

ground. Stern suggests the same

jurors who take a different view.”26

our plausible reality of innocence,

techniques and rationales while

wins the $500,000 prize—and it often

exposing witness motivation in a

determines outcomes.”

manner similar to how Spence does it

25

James H. McComas in Dynamic
Cross-Examination is a contemporary
iteration of Judge Stern’s approach. He

28

The author uses the term “levers”

McComas doesn’t plow new

in his constructive cross. Because there

starts with the premise that traditional

to denote anything persuasive that

aren’t depositions in criminal cases,

yes/no type questioning can’t and

can be used to impeach a witness. This

McComas relies on native talent, i.e.,

won’t cut it; that something much more

may be a prior inconsistent statement,

intuition and instinct, rather than the

vigorous is required.

a fact or a plausible argument that’s

techniques of Spence’s psychodrama to

inconsistent with what the witness is

generate his material for an effective

contending.

cross.

“Instead of prohibiting the
question why, Dynamic CrossExamination answers all the

No shyness here, McComas refers

Some of my favorite material

important why questions in a

to the witness as the lawyer’s “dance

from McComas is found in Chapter 19,

way conducive to the acquittal

partner or boxing opponent” and

entitled “Maxims for Attorneys for the

of or recovery by, our clients.

cross-examination is a “fight or dance.”

Underdog”:
Please continue on next page
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•
•

To a large extent, we make our

places in the trial where the lawyer’s

own room in the courtroom.

I encourage you to be

personality clearly intersects with

The mental demand is

aware of and test the

content. With repetition you’ll

to develop a functional
understanding of how facts,

various approaches.

human behavior, courtroom

We all fear failure,

dynamics, and the legal system

but growth

fit together. Organization is

requires pushing

the most neglected form of
advocacy.
•

yourself.

The bad part of a case won’t
ignore it. The worse a fact,
legal issue, or outcome lever

extroverted, don’t worry; there’s a
variety of effective cross within your
natural range.

as a baseball umpire. Personally, I think

we need to figure out how to

or when the witness must be

they’re even more important. Ponder

deal with it.

disbelieved.

the ramifications of the answers to

Experience is way, way

*

these questions:

Even then, be firm and

overrated. Hard work and

relentless, not out of

preparation are way, way

control.

underrated.

*

staying above the

logos, pathos, and ethos.

witness’s level may hurt his

Today, however, ethos not

credibility even more than

only includes the advocate’s

duking it out.
*

a witness in front of the

cultural premises of fairness,

jury. It’s like snake-killing;

duty, and equality.

it’s a dirty job that just

We trial lawyers must be

needs to be done.

simultaneously:
*

evidence.

*

their answers? (Think here of
Younger’s Rule #7, “Don’t let
the witness explain.”)
•

In trial, less may be more, and

responsive and instruct the
witness to answer your yes/
no question with a yes or no
answer?
•

declaring the witness hostile,

ways. I encourage you to be aware of

persuasion = advocacy.

and test the various approaches. We

The language of the

all fear failure, but growth requires

rules of decision = jury

pushing yourself. Each approach is

instructions.

another alternative for your use. When

Attack or disrespect a witness

your only tool is a hammer, every

only after he deserves it or asks

problem looks like a nail.

for it, by the witness’s own
behavior in front of the jury

allowing you to conduct your

USE WHAT WORKS FOR YOU

The language of

Like jury selection and closing
argument, cross is one of those

What threshold of adversity
will the judge require before

more may be a bore, or worse.

Don’t just continue with your old

Will the judge strike a witness’s
gratuitous answer as non-

The language of fact =
controlled by the rules of

*

•

Does the judge routinely
allow witnesses to explain

Show no joy in destroying

important, appeals to the

fluent in three languages

•

Always consider whether

Persuasion still comprises

personal credibility, but, more

•

“your own.” If you aren’t naturally

“balls and strikes” and are as important

understand it, and the sooner

•

you select, and soon you’ll make it

Many lawyers think judges call

is, the sooner we need to

•

skill in utilizing whichever approaches

START WITH KNOWING
YOUR JUDGE

go away just because we

•

continue to refine and improve your

direct with leading questions?
•

When it comes to the
admissibility of evidence, is the
judge inclusive or exclusive,
meaning is the judge a
gatekeeper? Pretrial motions
in limine, including Daubert
or Rule 104-type motions, will
quickly answer this question.
This also predicts how wide
discretionary 403-type trial
Please continue on next page
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rulings will probably be.
•

•

Does the judge allow re-cross

poorly, the witness looks bad!
When conducting cross, what

liability and medical negligence.
Cross-exam in criminal cases is

or does the testimony stop at

are your largest take-away points?

robust and visceral. Both sides deliver

redirect as sometimes happens

Frequently, what’s obvious to you is

body blows, quite adamant the other

in federal court?

completely unknown to the jury. Time

side is a liar. Each side repeatedly

Do the jurors get to ask

and again, the lawyer is smugly sure

fires at embedded targets. For the

questions of the witnesses?

he or she has just made a major point

prosecution, it’s crooks and the accused.

This practice is much more

during cross, yet your impeachment

For the defense, it’s trained police

common in civil cases than

was on a minor point or took too long.

officers who are motivated to arrest the

criminal.

The list goes on and on.

bad guys. Yes, the witnesses also bleed

MY TRIAL PHILOSOPHY
Trials are about the generation,
collection, consolidation and utilization

SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL TRIALS
Whether the case is civil or criminal,

to death in high-end civil work, but
rarely are they “gutted out;” instead,
it’s done with a “thousand paper
cuts.” It’s hard for criminal defense

of the intangible personal attribute of

at the highest level, the importance

practitioners to cross over to the civil

credibility. You’re the most important

of hard work, attention to detail, and

arena because they have to give up the

witness in the trial even though you’re

use of a strong trial story and themes

boxing gloves.

unsworn. You testify during jury

are similar. There are, however, lots of

selection, opening, cross and closing.

good reasons why few lawyers excel

importance of cross in criminal defense,

Your cross acquires special meaning

at both plaintiffs’ personal injury and

it’s no surprise that some of the best

when understood in this context. By

criminal defense work.

new work on cross comes out of this

your cross, and its effectiveness, you

The differences between cross

Given the prominence and

arena. MacCarthy30 and McComas31 are

participate in the dynamic process of

in criminal and civil cases are rarely

two of this generation’s newest writers.

accruing the credibility you need to be

articulated and discussed; however,

Both are talented and successful career

effective during your closing argument.

there are important structural

criminal defense attorneys; however, in

differences that impact the kind of

my judgment their eminently readable

you can’t win without it. You can’t

skills you acquire. Whether you’re

and excellent books are contemporary

see credibility, but you can see its

a criminal defense attorney or a

variations on past work.

effects, and certainly we all know its

personal injury attorney, you quickly

absence. If you’ve got no credibility

develop an approach that reflects your

then it doesn’t matter what you say,

learned courtroom realities. You get

for example: “The sky is blue.” It

used to trying your cases with little

and gaining admissions. I then switch

doesn’t matter if this is your position

or no direct exam if you do high-end

to yes/no. This can be soft when I

and if you’re correct, because without

criminal defense because the defendant

want to accredit myself, or “hard”

credibility no one cares what you think.

often doesn’t testify. You’ll soon learn

when I want to discredit the witness.

You can do an effective cross

to rely almost exclusively on your

I next use Spence’s constructive cross.

with uncooperative witnesses, partly

cross because that’s often the only

I watch my tone and try to stay on

because of their obvious partisanship;

evidence you generate. If, however,

the high ground by keeping it more

however, this isn’t true with direct

you primarily do plaintiffs’ personal

in the “I understand” questioning

examination because this aspect

injury work, you must learn to deliver

mode. Often I unwittingly slip into an

of trial definitely requires witness

a compelling direct exam or you will

aggressive destructive mode when I’m

collaboration. We trial lawyers sweat

be out of business. Without a strong

intending to go soft. Leave your anger

cross more than any other aspect of

plaintiff’s case-in-chief, even a stellar

at the door. Beware of your instincts.

the trial because when it goes poorly

cross won’t save the day, particularly in

Try lowering your voice, and get a

we look bad, while if direct goes

well-defended areas such as products

little closer to the witness. These are

You may lose with credibility, but

SO WHAT’S MY APPROACH?
I usually start with hitchhiking

Please continue on next page
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intimate and personal truths you’re

5 Volume Set, Cross Examination, p.23,

18

Id. at 447.

sharing, so treat them that way. This

Aspen Publishers 1993.

19

Stern, Herbert J., Trying Cases to

is one of the times I tell my students

5

“Do as I say, don’t always do as I do.”

McElhaney, p.182 for a generous list of

Aspen Publishers. Stern’s work is my

I know the right answer is to take the

criticisms of the Ten Commandments.

favorite trial advocacy writing. Judge

high road, and I also know it’s difficult

6

to consistently do.

Commandments, A Contemporary

judge. The last edition of this seminal

Update of Irving Younger’s Credibility

five-volume work was issued in 1993

most important points, with only the

and Cross-Examination, Disk 1, by

and is now out of print. Until a few

most important witnesses. I position

Stephen D. Eason and Irving Younger.

years ago the Judge could still be seen

myself at a right angle in front of

7

MacCarthy, Terence F., MacCarthy on

occasionally on the road lecturing, but

I save destructive cross for the

See also Litigation by James W.

PEG’s Revisiting the Ten

Win: 5 Volume Set, Cross-Examination

Stern served as a federal district court

the witness squarely facing the jury. I

Cross-Examination, p. 44, American Bar

like Jim Jeans and his work, Stern’s

don’t look at the witness when asking

Association, 2007.

work is now being lost by the next

questions; I keep my gaze fixed on the
jury. I use no notes. I testify to the jury
through the witness. Everyone knows
when I assume this position I’m “going
to quietly, but firmly bring just a little

8

Id. at p. 65.

9

Id. at p. 87.

10

Id. at p. 42-43.

11

Paul Levera holds this view. Cross-

hell with me . . . .”

Examining Experts The Warrior, Fall

I then return during my closing to

2008 p. 7, 11.
Spence, Gerry, How to Argue and

emphasize these points by standing

12

on the exact place I stood during cross;

Win Every Time, St. Martin Press, 1995;

this is called anchoring.

Perdue, Jim M., Winning with Stories,
State Bar of Texas, 2006.

generation and quickly replaced with
new faces such as MacCarthy, McComas
and Pozner and Dodd.
20

Sounds a little like the storytelling

approach where you tell your story
through the witness.
21

Stern, Herbert J., Trying Cases to Win:

5 Volume Set, Cross Examination, p. 32,
Aspen Publishers 1993. Compare this
with the “safer” yes/no approaches!
22

Id. at 56.

23

Id. at 178-179.

24

Id. at 62.

The Persuasive Power of Psychodrama,

25

Id. at 226.

you disagree with my categories, and

Trial Guides. See, chapter 9 at page

26

Id. at 247, FN 12. (David Ball makes

have I left any out? Your thoughts and

177, “Telling Your Client’s Story

this same point in Ball on Damages, 3d

suggestions are welcome.

PARTING THOUGHTS
What do you think? I don’t know
of any other writer who has tried to
generate a taxonomy of cross. Do

13

Trial in Action. Garcia-Colson, J., Sison,
F, and Peckham, M., Trial in Action

Through Cross-Examination.” The

ed. at 218.)

My email is:

authors emphasize “soft” cross as a

27

attorneys@thebartonlawfirm.com

“humanistic” cross that’s done with

Examination: A Whole New Way to

heart.

Create Opportunities to Win, Trial

My phone number is: (541) 265-5377

14
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